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Placing our books in more hands 
this year than ever before.

Our April, May, and June titles cover timely topics that will aid the church 

far and wide. From racial reconciliation to the Holy Spirit, marriage, and 

parenting, this season our authors have brought practical help, biblical 

insight, and heart-felt words of wisdom to some of our most needed 

discussions.  

In this catalog, you’ll find One Blood, Dr. John M. Perkins’ manifesto 

on race and faith. Arlene Pellicane’s latest work Parents Rising offers 8 

strategies for raising kids who love God, respect authority, and value what’s 

right. And Redeeming How We Talk by Ken Wytsma and A. J. Swoboda will 

guide readers to reclaiming the value of meaningful speech. 

Several of the most-loved titles from our Everyday Bible Commentary 

Series have a fresh look. And our Moody Publishers Women line continues 

to flourish with resources for Bible study and beyond. 

As ever, our goal is to create outstanding books that resource the church. 

And we think these new releases do just that. 

In Christ,

Your friends at Moody Publishers
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JOHN M. PERKINS is president of the John and Vera 
Mae Perkins Foundation of Jackson, Mississippi and  
one of the leading evangelical voices to come out of 
the American civil rights movement. Dr. Perkins is an 
author and international speaker and teacher on issues 
of racial reconciliation, leadership, and community 

development. In 2004 he partnered with Seattle Pacific University 
to launch the campus-based John Perkins Center for Reconciliation, 
Leadership Training, and Community Development.

One Blood
Parting Words to the Church on Race 
JOHN M. PERKINS WITH KAREN WADDLES

Dr. Perkins’ final manifesto on race, faith, and reconciliation. 
We are living in historic times. Not since the civil rights movement of the 60s has our country been as vigorously engaged in the reconciliation 

conversation. There is a great opportunity right now for culture to change, but it cannot be done without the church. 
The church is the heart and moral compass of a nation. To turn a country away from God you must sideline the church. To turn a nation to 

God the church must turn first. Racism won’t end in America until the church is reconciled first and then, and only then, it can spiritually and 
morally lead the way.

In his crowning work, Dr. Perkins speaks honestly to the church about the things he’s discovered to be crucial about reconciliation, 
discipleship, and justice … the principles vital to a complete ministry of reconciliation.”

5.5 x 8.5 Hardcover printed case / 192 pages
HARDCOVER: 978-0-8024-1801-2 / $15.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9550-1 / $11.99
BISAC: REL / Christian Life / Social Issues 
AVAILABLE APRIL 2018

ONENESS EMBRACED
978-08024-1266-9
$16.99

MANY COLORS
978-08024-5048-7
$14.99

UNITED
978-08024-1014-6
$12.99

UNIQUE FEATURES

• This will be Dr. John Perkins’ last book
• Dr. Perkins is a civil rights legend and has a unique voice to speak 

into the cultural moment
• Book launch on 50th anniversary of MLK assassination, speaking 

at ERLC’s & TGC’s conference in Memphis

AUDIENCE

Christian Community Development Association Members, active 
community members who want to make a difference, and those tired 
of the empty promises of “racial reconciliation” and want to hear the 
opinion of a seasoned veteran.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Introduction
Chapter 1: God’s Vision For Biblical Reconciliation
Chapter 2: One Race, One Blood
Chapter 3: A Lament For Our Broken Past
Chapter 4: The Healing Balm Of Confession
Chapter 5: Forgiveness, It’s In Our DNA
Chapter 6: From Monster To Friend
Chapter 7: God Don’t Want No Coward Soldiers
Chapter 8: Prayer, The Weapon Of Our Warfare
Chapter 9: The Greatest Of These Is Love
Epilogue: Almost Home

RELATED BOOKS
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A. W. Tozer—Three Spiritual Classics in One Volume
The Knowledge of the Holy • The Pursuit of God • God’s Pursuit of Man
A. W. TOZER

Encounter God. Worship more. 
What Tozer lacked in formal education, he more than made up for in experiential wisdom. Tozer was a man who really knew God, and it 

showed. People came from all over to hear his sermons, because they knew they would go home more in awe of God. That’s why millions keep 
coming back to his writings, but particularly these three books. 

Considered to be Tozer’s greatest works, The Knowledge of the Holy, The Pursuit of God, and God’s Pursuit of Man are now available in a single 
volume. In A. W. Tozer—Three Spiritual Classics in One Volume, you will discover a God of breathtaking majesty and world-changing love, and 
you will find yourself worshiping through every page. Encounter Tozer and the God worth worshiping today. 

5.5 x 8.5 Hardcover with jacket / 416 pages
HARDCOVER: 978-0-8024-1861-6 / $24.99
NOT AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK

BISAC: REL / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
AVAILABLE APRIL 2018

USA AND CANADA ONLY

THE PURSUIT
OF GOD

978-1-60066-003-0 
$12.99

ALSO BY AUTHOR

JESUS

978-0-8024-1520-2
$13.99

THE ATTRIBUTES 
OF GOD, VOL. 1

978-1-60066-129-7
$15.99

UNIQUE FEATURES

• Tozer’s three bestselling books available in a single-bound volume 
for the first time ever

• Moody is the exclusive publisher for this unique compilation

AUDIENCE

This one-volume collection is perfect for Tozer fans to gift and give to 
those who are curious about A. W. Tozer’s work.

A. W. TOZER (1897–1963) began his lifelong pursuit 
of God after hearing a street preacher in Akron, Ohio, 
at the age of seventeen. The self-taught theologian 
committed his life to the ministry of God’s Word as 
a pastor, teacher, and writer. For his flowing prose, 
Spirit-filled words, and deep conviction, many have 

called him a modern-day prophet. He is the author of the beloved 
classics The Pursuit of God and The Knowledge of the Holy, as well as 
dozens of other works.

MoodyPublishers.com   /   1 (800) 678-8812   /   7
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101 Questions You Need to Ask in Your Twenties
(And Let’s Be Honest, Your Thirties Too)
PAUL ANGONE

Adulting got you down?
Full of valuable advice and a generous helping of humor, this book will help you feel better about your twentysomething life (and maybe 

even help you pull out a few more wins along the way). After his success with 101 Secrets for Your Twenties, Paul Angone is going to capture 
the same hilarious, freakishly-accurate assessment of life as a modern-day twentysomething, but now he’s digging deeper. It’s time to move 
beyond desperately-trying-not-to-fail and take a swing at thriving. 

If you’re drowning your anxieties in Netflix and ice cream, are afraid you’re failing, going crazy, or both, or are just longing for a little guidance 
to get past “just getting by,” this book is for you.

101 SECRETS FOR 
YOUR TWENTIES

978-0-8024-1084-9
$14.99

20 THINGS 
WE’D TELL OUR 
TWENTY- 
SOMETHING 
SELVES

978-0-8024-1334-5
$13.99

JUST DO 
SOMETHING

978-0-8024-1159-4
$11.99

ALSO BY AUTHOR & RELATED BOOKS

UNIQUE FEATURES

• Follow up to author’s successful book 101 Secrets for Your Twenties
• Categorized questions
• Quick-read sections that are easy to digest.
• Great graduation gift

AUDIENCE

20–30 somethings experiencing quarter-life crisis, where the idealism 
and enthusiasm of college has faded into the daily grind, and success 
looks different.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Introduction
Section One: Adulting To Win (The Big Picture of Adulthood Broken 
 Down into Bite-Sized Chunks) 
Section Two: Finding Your Signature Sauce (Where Your Passion, 
 Purpose, and Calling Collide)
Section Three: Relationshipping Like a Boss (Dating, Marriage, 
 Mentorship, Friendship, Family/Parenting, Oh My!)
Section Four: Careerish Questions (How to Set the Table in Your 20s 
 to Enjoy the Feast for Far Beyond)

PAUL ANGONE is one of the leading voices in the 
nation to, and for, the Millennial generation. He is 
the bestselling author of two books, a sought-after 
national speaker, and an organizational consultant 
who specializes in helping companies attract, retain, 
and develop Millennials. With over 10+ years writing, 

speaking, and engaging with Millennials, plus a master’s degree in 
organizational leadership, Paul has created a cutting-edge process 
to help organizations called Millennial Mapping. Paul is also a media 
spokesperson on Millennials, executive coach alongside his father, Dr. 
Louis Angone, and the creator of AllGroanUp.com, which has been 
read by millions of Millennials in 190 countries. Read more of Paul 
Angone’s work at PaulAngone.com. You can follow him on Twitter 
@PaulAngone.

5.25 x 8 Paperback / 192 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1691-9 / $14.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9653-9 / $11.99
BISAC: HUM / Topic / Business & Professional 
AVAILABLE APRIL 2018
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Your Marriage Today . . . And Tomorrow 
Making Your Relationship Matter Now and for Generations to Come
CRAWFORD & KAREN LORITTS 

Build a marriage now that your kids will thank you for later.
Your parents’ marital choices have greatly affected your own attitudes and actions in marriage, for better or worse. Your choices will affect 

your children, and grandchildren, and so on. It’s time to get proactive about your marriage legacy. 
Crawford and Karen Loritts have been married 45 years and have spent the last 30 years speaking on marriage. This book contains their most 

successful, proven material. Interlaced with personal stories and letters from their four children, this book will teach you:
 • the biblical and theological foundation for marriage
 • godly disciplines and habits that will improve your marriage
 • how to use your marriage to shape future generations
Whether you’ve been married 40 years or just got engaged, this book is for you. Your marriage will change the lives of countless people. Start 

thinking about the kind of legacy you’ll leave, today. 

UNIQUE FEATURES

• The authors’ very best material, refined over 30+ years of teaching 
on marriage

• Theological and practical insights that readers at every level of bib-
lical literacy can grasp

• Personal reflections from the four Loritts children

AUDIENCE

Primary reader: Christian married couples with young children.
Secondary reader: Christian couples who are not yet married, and 
more established couples with older children.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Part One: Biblical & Theological Foundations
 Chapter 1: Why Marriage Matters
 Chapter 2: Where We Came From
Part Two: Character and Spiritual Traits of Marriage
 Chapter 3: The Banks of the River (Boundaries and Priorities)
 Chapter 4: Habits (What We Do for Each Other)
 Chapter 5: Seven Gifts (What We Give to Each Other)
 Chapter 6: How We Respond to Each Other (Communication 
 and Conflict)
Part Three: Future—For a Time We Cannot See
 Chapter 7: The Great Handoff (Psalm 78:5-7)
 Chapter 8: What Matters Most (Vision for the Future)

CRAWFORD & KAREN LORITTS have four grown 
children and live in the Atlanta, Georgia area. Crawford 
is the senior pastor of Fellowship Bible Church in 
Roswell, Georgia. He has written numerous articles 
and is author of six books, including Leadership as an 
Identity and Lessons from a Life Coach.

THE MARRIAGE 
YOU’VE ALWAYS 
WANTED

978-0-8024-1157-0
$15.99

RELATED BOOKS

MARRIAGE 
MATTERS

978-0-8024-1154-9
$6.99

LASTING LOVE

978-0-8024-1344-4
$14.99

5.5 x 8.5 Paperback / 192 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1815-9 / $15.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9658-4 / $11.99
BISAC: REL / Christian Life / Love & Marriage  
AVAILABLE JUNE 2018

MoodyPublishers.com   /   1 (800) 678-8812   /   11
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GROWING UP 
SOCIAL

978-0-8024-1123-3
$15.99

ALSO BY AUTHOR & RELATED BOOKS

AUDIENCE

Christian parents with teenage children or younger, as well as grand-
parents and single parents.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Introduction:  Why You Must Rise 
Quiz:  How Healthy is Your Home?
Chapter Strategy #1:  Amusement is Not the Highest Priority 
Chapter Strategy #2:  Parents Call the Shots
Chapter Strategy #3:  Routine and Boundaries Provide Security
Chapter Strategy #4:  The Bible and Prayer are Present Daily  
Chapter Strategy #5:  Marriage Takes a Front Seat
Chapter Strategy #6:  Good Food Served on the Table
Chapter Strategy #7:  Love is Spelled T-I-M-E
Chapter Strategy #8:  Launching Adults, Not Babying Children
Conclusion:  Dream Big

ARLENE PELLICANE is a speaker and author of 
Calm, Cool, and Connected, as well as coauthor of 
Growing Up Social: Raising Relational Kids in a Screen-
Driven World with Dr. Gary Chapman. She has been 
a featured guest on the Today Show, Fox & Friends, 
Focus on the Family, FamilyLife Today, The 700 Club, 

and Turning Point with Dr. David Jeremiah. Before becoming a stay-at-
home mom, Arlene worked as the associate producer for Turning Point 
Television with Dr. David Jeremiah. Arlene earned her bachelor’s degree 
from Biola University and her master’s in journalism from Regent 
University. She lives in San Diego with her husband, James, and their 
three children. To learn more, visit arlenepellicane.com.

Parents Rising
8 Strategies for Raising Kids Who Love God, Respect Authority, and Value What’s Right
ARLENE PELLICANE

How to raise godly children in a godless world.
Do you feel like you’re fighting a losing battle? Against the culture, against the busyness, sometimes even against your spouse and kids. 

Often it seems like everything is against you as a parent, and your everyday life can feel far from joy-filled. But it doesn’t need to be that way. 
Parents Rising will show you eight cultural trends that parents face today and what you can do to claim victory.

This book is about growth, not guilt. It’s not a pep talk, or a “try harder” speech. This is real help for real problems that every parent faces. 
It’s a way to focus your efforts so that they’ll be more effective and you’ll be less exhausted.

CALM, COOL, 
AND CONNECTED

978-0-8024-9613-3
$12.99

8 SIMPLE TOOLS 
FOR RAISING 
GREAT KIDS

978-0-8024-1387-1
$12.99

5.5 x 8.5 Paperback / 192 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1660-5 / $14.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9626-3 / $12.99
BISAC: REL / Christian Life / Family
AVAILABLE APRIL 2018
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RELATED BOOKS

Discipleship 
What It Truly Means to Be a Christian— 
Collected Insights from A. W. Tozer
A. W. TOZER

Discipleship lies at the center of Christian life and practice. It is a 
beautiful journey, in which each of us simultaneously attempts to 
become more like Christ and to help others do the same. It is our most 
important task on earth, but often it is neglected or misunderstood. 
A. W. Tozer, on the other hand, knew exactly what it meant to 
disciple and to be discipled. Discipleship: What It Truly Means to Be a 
Christian is a collection of Tozer’s powerful and passionate writings 
on discipleship. In it you will learn about:

•  the call, terms, and marks of discipleship
•  devotional practices
•  obedience
•  reproducing disciples 
Whether you are a new believer or have known Christ for a lifetime, 

Tozer’s words will encourage and inspire you to love Jesus more. 
Come and be discipled by this beloved spiritual writer. 

UNIQUE FEATURES

• Fifth book in Moody Publishers’ topical Tozer line (average 6K–8K 
per book sold/year)—previous books: Jesus, Prayer, Culture, and 
Worship

• Growing market for discipleship resources

AUDIENCE

•  Tozer fans
•  Buyers of other books in topical Tozer line
•  Church leaders focused on discipleship

A. W. TOZER (1897–1963) began his lifelong pursuit 
of God after hearing a street preacher in Akron, Ohio, 
at the age of seventeen. The self-taught theologian 
committed his life to the ministry of God’s Word as 
a pastor, teacher, and writer. For his flowing prose, 
Spirit-filled words, and deep conviction, many have 

called him a modern-day prophet. He is the author of the beloved 
classics The Pursuit of God and The Knowledge of the Holy, as well as 
dozens of other works.

5.25 x 8 Paperback / 176 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-1-60066-804-3 / $13.99 
EBOOK: 978-1-60066-901-9 / $10.99
BISAC: REL / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
AVAILABLE MAY 2018

PRAYER 978-0-8024-1381-9 $14.99

JESUS 978-0-8024-1520-2 $13.99

CULTURE 978-1-60066-801-2 $13.99

WORSHIP 978-0-8024-1603-2 $13.99
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MEN WHO MET GOD

978-0-8024-1842-5 / $11.99
A survey of 7 biblical 
figures who experienced 
God’s awesome presence 
personally.

In the coming months, you’ll 
start seeing a new look for 
some of our backlist A. W. 
Tozer titles. These will be 
cover-only updates. It’s 
our goal to unify our rich 
Tozer back catalog through 
this design, while focusing 
substantive editorial efforts on 
new editions and collections of 
Tozer’s powerful writing.

Many books bearing A. W. Tozer’s name are 
patchworks of his sermons, broadcasts, or 
writings. Our Tozer Essentials line is a curated 
collection of his few book-length works and two 
compilations, representing the central messages 
and fervor of this modern-day prophet.

SUCCESS AND 
THE CHRISTIAN

978-0-8024-1841-8 / $11.99
A compilation of A. W. Tozer 
sermons on the cost and 
criteria of spiritual maturity.

THIS WORLD: PLAYGROUND 
OR BATTLEGROUND

978-0-8024-1843-2 / $11.99
A. W. Tozer admonishes us to 
see (and fight) the spiritual 
battle happening all around us.

The Pursuit of God 978-1-60066-003-0 $12.99

God’s Pursuit of Man 978-1-60066-795-4 $12.99

Of God and Men 978-1-60066-789-3 $12.99

Born After Midnight 978-1-60066-790-9 $12.99

The Root of the Righteous 978-1-60066-797-8 $12.99

The Counselor 978-1-60066-796-1 $12.99

The Radical Cross 978-1-60066-050-4 $12.99

Meditations on the Trinity
Beauty, Mystery, and Glory in the Life of God

A. W. Tozer is known for gazing upon God intently in Word and prayer and then 
telling readers plainly what he sees. This shines through in Meditations on the 
Trinity. This volume—a beautifully designed hardcover with a two-color interior—
compiles excerpts from his writings into a collection of daily readings on the 
Godhead, making it an ideal gift or devotional. 

No one can over-contemplate the Trinity. It is an inexhaustible mystery, and 
one that rewards sustained reflection. Readers of Meditations on the Trinity will 
receive a more accurate view of who God is, and in turn offer Him truer worship.

LEATHER-WRAPPED HARDBACK IN A SLIPCASE: 978-1-60066-803-6 / $19.99
EBOOK: 978-1-60066-902-6 / $11.99
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5.25 x 8 Paperback / 224  pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1688-9 / $14.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9649-2 / $11.99 
BISAC: REL / Christian Living / Personal Growth 
AVAILABLE APRIL 2018

JUST DO 
SOMETHING

978-0-8024-1159-4
$11.99

THE IN-BETWEEN

978-0-8024-0724-5
$13.99

AGE OF CROWNS

978-0-8024-9643-0
$14.99

RELATED BOOKS

Losing the Cape
The Power of Ordinary in a World of Superheroes 
DAN STANFORD

How to be a hero when you’re feeling anything but super.
Despite all the superhero hype, the problems and pain in our world 

aren’t going away. In fact, it often feels like the threats just keep 
coming. But the good news is that God has placed you here for such 
a time as this. And the even better news? You don’t have to get rid of 
your anxiety, debt, speech impediment, extra weight, health issues, 
disability—or any other weaknesses—to be used by God. What this 
world actually needs is less-than-super people making small but 
significant differences in their own corners of the world. 

Through inspiring stories from the Bible and his own life, Dan 
Stanford demonstrates that with God, availability is more important 
than ability. Losing the Cape is an invitation to start making the 
world a better place through your ordinary, everyday presence.

UNIQUE FEATURES

• Engaging comic book–inspired cover and interior design elements
• Questions for individual reflection or group discussion

AUDIENCE

Primary reader: Christian men and women, especially ages 20–40, 
who long to impact their world but feel ill-equipped to do so; 
Christians who love comic book and superhero culture, but believe 
their own insignificance or brokenness disqualifies them from 
serving the Lord.
Secondary reader: Pastors, small group leaders, or youth group 
leaders looking for an engaging and accessible resource for 
individuals or groups.

DAN STANFORD is not a comic book superhero. The 
glasses make you do a double take but under his 
shirt is not a cool costume and cape. He doesn’t 
have a catch phrase like “Up, Up, and Yahweh!” 
and there’s no blockbuster movie about his heroic 
deeds. He’s an ordinary, decaf-drinking, nap-taking, 

Jesus-loving citizen. But in spite of being ordinary, he married his 
true love, Suzanne, and they have three dynamic boys: Caleb, Connor, 
and Colton. Dan holds a master’s degree from Trinity International 
University and started The Well Church in Kenosha, Wisconsin. To 
learn more visit danstanford.net.
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5.25 x 8 Paperback / 208 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1617-9 / $14.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9620-1 / $11.99 
BISAC: REL / Christian Life / Social Issues
AVAILABLE JUNE 2018

CREATE VS. COPY
978-0-8024-1349-9
$14.99

ALSO BY AUTHOR

Redeeming How We Talk
Discover How Communication Fuels Our Growth, 
Shapes Our Relationships, and Changes Our Lives
KEN WYTSMA AND A. J. SWOBODA

Discover why words matter in a noisy world.
Technology has made it easier than ever before to share just about 

everything: pictures, ideas, even the ups and downs of your morning 
errand run. Yet all our talking doesn’t seem to be connecting us the 
way it promised to. That’s because we don’t need to talk more, we 
need to talk better.  

Redeeming How We Talk explores what the Bible has to say about 
that central aspect of life and relationships—conversation. The 
Scriptures show us that words have remarkable power—to create, 
to bless, to encourage, to forgive. Imagine how we, as Christians, 
could spark change in our families, churches, and communities 
if we learned to use words like Jesus did. By weaving together 
theology, history, and philosophy, Ken Wytsma and A. J. Swoboda 
help us reclaim the holiness of human speech and the relevance of 
meaningful conversation in our culture today.

UNIQUE FEATURES

• Weaves together stories from history, art, Scripture, and the 
authors’ diverse experience with an acute understanding of this 
cultural moment

• Study questions for individuals or groups

AUDIENCE

Primary reader: Christians who desire to better navigate personal 
relationships and public discourse without sacrificing grace or 
truth.
Secondary reader: Pastors or church leaders looking for a 
thoughtful yet accessible resource on the issues of communication 
and conversation.

KEN WYTSMA is an innovator, social entrepreneur, 
and president of Kilns College, where he teaches 
courses in philosophy and justice. He is the founder 
of The Justice Conference—an annual international 
conference that introduces men and women to a 
wide range of organizations and conversations relat-

ing to biblical justice and God’s call to give our lives away.

A. J. SWOBODA is a professor, author, and pastor. He 
teaches theology, biblical studies, and Christian his-
tory at Portland and Fuller Seminaries. He also directs 
Blessed Earth Northwest, an organization focused 
on creation care issues and Sabbath in the Pacific 
Northwest. He is the author of numerous books.
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5.25 x 8 Paperback / 208 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1685-8 / $14.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9643-0 / $11.99 
BISAC: REL / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
AVAILABLE APRIL 2018

MADE FOR MORE

978-0-8024-1032-0
$11.99

UNSEDUCED AND 
UNSHAKEN

978-0-8024-0564-7
$14.99

SEATED WITH 
CHRIST

978-0-8024-1343-7
$13.99

RELATED BOOKS

Age of Crowns
Pursuing Lives Marked by the Kingdom of God
KORI DE LEON

Didn’t you think life would be better than this?
You pictured life as a lofty adventure—full of purpose, enduring 

relationships, dignity, and beauty. But instead you often find yourself 
dissatisfied and lonely. Don’t settle. You’re not aiming too high—you 
were made for that lofty adventure. 

Kori de Leon explains how our desires point us to Jesus Christ, the 
coming King, and our true home, the City of God. Age of Crowns is 
written to those who are dissatisfied with this life and are ready for 
an adventure with the King of glory. It will teach you how to direct 
your desires toward heaven and in so doing:

 • live a life pleasing to God
 • replace loneliness with joy
 • discover your divine dignity and purpose
 • experience gratitude and courageous living
The King is calling, will you answer?

AUDIENCE

Christian women who struggle with discontentment, loneliness, 
and anxiety.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Chapter 1: Girls and Queens, Boys and Kings 

Chapter 2: Powerful Pictures of the Age to Come 

Chapter 3: The Supreme Adventure of Life

Chapter 4: Taking The Adventure

Chapter 5: A King Worth Living For

Chapter 6: A Queen is Born

Chapter 7: A Down-to-Earth Woman

Chapter 8: The New Dynasty

Chapter 9: A Moral Universe Reformed

Chapter 10:  Loyalists Crowned

Chapter 11: Walking Through The City of God

Chapter 12: Courage, Dear Heart

KORI DE LEON  is the founder of Adoring Christ 
Ministries, a teaching ministry devoted to reaching 
women through the local church, online resources, 
books, and speaking engagements. She graduated 
from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary 
with a master’s in theology. Kori lives in Houston with 

her husband Bobby and daughter Jade. To find out more about her 
testimony and ministry, please visit adoringchrist.org.
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UNWRAPPING THE 
NAMES OF JESUS 

978-0-8024-1672-8
$11.99

FULL 

978-0-8024-1537-0
$14.99

7 x 9.5 Paperback / 208 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1686-5 / $12.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9647-8 / $9.99
BISAC: REL / Biblical Studies / Bible Study Guides
AVAILABLE JUNE 2018

ALSO BY AUTHOR

HE is Enough
Living in the Fullness of Jesus—A 6-Week Bible 
Study of Colossians
ASHERITAH CIUCIU

Discover the secret to a full life.
We live in a world of scarcity. We say, “I don’t have enough time… 

maybe when we have more money… if only I had a little more help…” 
But Scripture says if we have Jesus, we have enough. 

In this 6-week study of Colossians, Asheritah Ciuciu leads readers 
to discover the life-altering importance of Jesus’ sufficiency and 
sovereignty. And you don’t need hours a day to enjoy this Bible 
study. Each day’s study contains three paths:

 • Snack: a morsel of truth to chew on throughout
  your busy day  
 • Feast: a dig-deep guide to maximizing the “meat” you’re 

  getting out of your Bible study
 • Serve: a service challenge for making theory a reality
You can enjoy this study with all three courses or pick the one 

that works best for you. Discover the joy and freedom that abounds 
when we know deep in our hearts that Jesus truly is enough. 

UNIQUE FEATURES

• An in-depth, 6-week Bible study focusing on the book of 
Colossians

• Offers three levels of study: SNACK (short devotional), FEAST 
(Focus on God; Engage the text; Assess the main idea; Spark 
transformation; Turn to God in worship), and SERVE (practical 
service project)

AUDIENCE

Women at various levels of maturity who regularly attend church. 
This study appeals to women in different stages of life due to three 
levels of study offered.

ASHERITAH CIUCIU  is an author, speaker, and 
blogger. She grew up in Romania as a missionary 
kid and studied English and Women’s Ministry at 
Cedarville University in Ohio. Her passion is helping 
women find joy in Jesus through a deeper walk with 
God, and she shares personal stories and practical 

tips on onethingalone.com. She’s also a regular contributor to 
forthefamily.org and ungrind.com. Asheritah is married to Flaviu and 
together they raise their spunky children in northeast Ohio.
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5.5 x 8.5 Paperback / 256  pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1813-5 / $14.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9645-4 / $11.99 
BISAC: REL / Christian Ministry / Pastoral Resources
AVAILABLE MAY 2018

SMALL CHURCH 
ESSENTIALS 

978-0-8024-1806-7
$12.99

RELATED BOOKS

The Forgotten Church
Why Rural Ministry Matters for Every Church 
in America
GLENN DAMAN 

Whether it’s because of the 2016 presidential election or books like 
Hillbilly Elegy, Americans are beginning to understand the tremen-
dous influence people in rural areas have in our nation. But rural 
America—not urban America—is also the new center of poverty. 
Thus, the rural church stands at the crossroads of strength and strug-
gle. It carries the gospel, the very hope and power needed. Yet its 
ministry efforts are being hamstrung because urban and suburban 
churches often don’t realize their need for rural churches, and the 
rural church itself rarely understands its unique assets and values. 
The Forgotten Church addresses these problems and:                

 • provides an overview of rural ministry
 • explores opportunities recent trends provide
 • showcases the remarkable benefits of suburban, urban,
  and rural churches working together 
This book is essential for any pastor—whether from the city or the 

sticks—because we are one body and we need each other. 

UNIQUE FEATURES

• Few books are written and fewer published for this demographic 
of the church

• Glenn Daman is the trusted voice among the rural church
• Strong connection through Village Missions

AUDIENCE

Primary purchasers will be rural church ministers. They have the stron-
gest felt need of being neglected. Secondary purchasers will be sub-
urban/urban ministers as they recognize their lack of concern for their 
rural church brothers.

GLENN DAMAN is the author of Leading the Small 
Church, Shepherding the Small Church, Developing 
Leaders for the Small Church, and When Shepherds 
Weep. He grew up on a farm in Northern Idaho and 
attended Big Sky Bible College, Western Seminary, 
and Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. Since 1991 

Glenn has served as the pastor of River Christian Church in Steven-
son, Washington. He has also served small rural churches in Montana 
and Oregon. He has served as the director of Village Missions’ Center 
for Leadership Development and has been an adjunct professor for a 
number of Bible colleges and seminaries in the area of small church 
studies. He has also taught in Russia, the Philippines, Canada, and 
Mexico. Glenn enjoys photography, woodworking, camping with his 
family, and spending time on the family farm.
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5.5 x 8.5 Paperback / 208 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1695-7 / $14.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9655-3 / $11.99 
BISAC: REL / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
AVAILABLE JUNE 2018

OLD PATHS, 
NEW POWER 

978-0-8024-1446-5
$14.99

TOZER ON THE 
HOLY SPIRIT

978-1-60066-201-0
$16.99

MEDITATIONS ON 
THE TRINITY

978-1-60066-803-6
$19.99

ALSO BY AUTHOR & RELATED BOOKS

Transforming Presence
How the Holy Spirit Changes Everything—
From the Inside Out
DANIEL HENDERSON

Does God sometimes feel far off? Do you have a hard time motivat-
ing yourself to get into the Word? Are you trying to conquer old sins, 
but feeling defeated? If so, you’re not alone. But the secret to spir-
itual thriving isn’t about trying harder. You need supernatural help. 
That’s why God sent a Helper. 

The church faces problems today because it misunderstands 
the Holy Spirit. We think of Him as a force rather than as a person. 
And we look for a manifestation of the Holy Spirit in an Old Tes-
tament way instead of the New Testament way God designed for 
us. Through over twenty years of studying church renewal, Daniel 
Henderson has discovered ten practices that lead individuals—and 
entire churches—to having a right relationship with the Holy Spirit 
and experiencing the kind of inside-out renewal that can only come 
from God. Stop relying on your natural effort that can only lead to 
natural results. Seek supernatural change. Find out how the Holy 
Spirit can transform you (and your church) today. 

UNIQUE FEATURES

• Practical and theological
• Necessary adjustment of theology of the Holy Spirit, with 

examples of where the modern church has gone astray
• Appeals to both charismatic and non-charismatic crowds

AUDIENCE

Broadly evangelical but primarily to church leaders.  Daniel’s 
influencers and endorsers range from Jim Cymbala to John 
MacArthur to Erwin Lutzer.  There’s a message for everyone 
from the charismatic to the cessationist, and Daniel is uniquely 
positioned to speak to both sides.  This book is aimed at the 
gatekeepers of theology.

DANIEL HENDERSON is the founder and president 
of Strategic Renewal International, leading renewal 
events and coaching pastors across North Amer-
ica. He speaks at dozens of national and regional 
conferences for pastors including the Moody Bible 
Institute’s Pastors’ Conference, Alistair Beggs’ Basics 

Conference, and John MacArthur’s Shepherds’ Conference. Daniel is 
also the National Director of The 6:4 Fellowship, a cross-denomina-
tional community of pastors focused on the primary biblical priorities 
of “prayer and the ministry of the Word” based on Acts 6:4. Daniel is 
the author of nine books, and his articles have appeared in publications 
like Leadership Journal, Pray! Magazine, and ChurchLeaders.com.
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5.5 x 8.5 Paperback / 320 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1821-0 / $22.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9670-6 / $17.99 
BISAC: REL / Christian Church / History
AVAILABLE MAY 2018

D. L. MOODY— 
A LIFE

978-0-8024-1204-1 
$22.99

THE PILGRIM’S 
PROGRESS

978-0-8024-5654-0
$8.99

ALL OF GRACE

978-0-8024-5452-2 
$8.99

RELATED BOOKS

The Essential 
Jonathan Edwards
An Introduction to the Life and Teaching 
of America’s Greatest Theologian
OWEN STRACHAN AND DOUGLAS ALLEN SWEENEY 

You’ve heard his name, you’ve probably heard your pastor quote him, 
but who is he really?

Two hundred and fifty years after his death, Jonathan Edwards, 
America’s consummate pastor-theologian, continues to capture the 
attention of Christians around the world. Edwards left us over 1,200 
sermons and thousands of pages of other publications, not to men-
tion the literal thousands of books that have been written about 
Edwards since he died. Where does one even begin? That’s why we 
created The Essential Jonathan Edwards. It serves as a perfect intro-
duction to Edwards’ life and thought. It explores Edwards day-to-day 
life, and his views on beauty, true Christianity, heaven and hell, and the 
good life. Strachan and Sweeney strike the perfect balance between 
necessary background information and giving Edwards’ own works 
room to speak. 

Whether you’re an Edwards fan already or only know Edwards 
because of “that angry God sermon,” this book will lead you to drink 
deeply of Scripture and gaze longingly at God.

UNIQUE FEATURES

• Single volume of multiple works
• Walks the line of accessible yet rich with content
• Mixes quotations with explanation

AUDIENCE

Those intrigued by Jonathan Edwards, Jonathan Edwards fans, and 
college students taking courses in church history or theology.

OWEN STRACHAN  is the managing director of the 
Carl F. H. Henry Center for Theological Understanding 
at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. Having worked 
at Capitol Hill Baptist Church, Strachan is preparing 
to serve as an urban pastor-theologian. Strachan 
enjoys interacting with theology and culture on his 

blog, owenstrachan.com. 

DOUGLAS ALLEN SWEENEY is professor of Church 
History and the History of Christian Thought and 
director of the Carl F. H. Henry Center for Theological 
Understanding at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School.  
Sweeney is the author of a number of books and 
articles about religious history and the American 

theologian, Jonathan Edwards.
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Everyday Bible
Commentary Series
Daniel / Isaiah / Romans / Acts / Revelation
VARIOUS AUTHORS

The Everyday Bible Commentary Series is the first step for the lay 
Bible reader who’s looking to go deeper than their study Bible notes, 
but may be intimidated by the long, dense commentaries they’ve 
seen in the pastor’s study.

You don’t have to go to seminary to encounter God in exciting new 
ways through His Word. Discover how much more enjoyable your 
personal study will be with understandable, quality Bible commen-
tary for everyday life.

The low price point for these commentaries also makes them ideal 
for purchasing in bulk and a perfect complement for small group 
Bible studies.

UNIQUE FEATURES

• Hits the size gap between study Bible and exhaustive commentary
• Written by trusted authors, including Charles Ryrie
• Low price point, great for bulk purchase

AUDIENCE

Bible teachers looking for a resource to “get their feet wet” in a com-
mentary; Bible students looking for an affordable, concise resource 
for their research; and eager Christians wanting more depth than their 
study Bible notes.

REVELATION

5.25 x 8 Paperback / 208 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1825-8 / $9.99
EBOOK: 978-08024-9728-4 / $7.99
BISAC: REL / Biblical Commentary / New Testament
AVAILABLE JUNE 2018

ACTS

5.25 x 8 Paperback / 128 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1822-7 / $7.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9725-3 / $5.99
BISAC: REL / Biblical Commentary / New Testament
AVAILABLE JUNE 2018

ROMANS

5.25 x 8 Paperback / 304 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1826-5 / $9.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9729-1 / $7.99
BISAC: REL / Biblical Commentary / New Testament
AVAILABLE JUNE 2018

ISAIAH

5.25 x 8 Paperback / 128 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1824-1 / $7.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9727-7 / $5.99
BISAC: REL / Biblical Commentary / Old Testament
AVAILABLE JUNE 2018

DANIEL

5.25 x 8 Paperback / 176 pages
PAPERBACK: 978-0-8024-1823-4 / $7.99
EBOOK: 978-0-8024-9726-0 / $5.99
BISAC: REL / Biblical Commentary / Old Testament
AVAILABLE JUNE 2018
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I N - D E P T H .

C H R I ST- C E N T E R E D. 

R E A L  I M PAC T.

“Moody Publishers is committed to providing powerful, biblical, and life-changing 

discipleship resources for women. Our prayer is that these resources will cause a 

ripple effect of making disciples, who make disciples, who make disciples.

“Ministry leaders across the country have told us they are seeking more in-depth 

Bible studies, and we have listened! We are launching a new line of women’s 

Bible studies to equip and inspire women to dive deeper into God’s Word.”

JUDY DUNAGAN, ACQUIRING EDITOR
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I AM FOUND 
 978-0-8024-1468-7 / $12.99

AN UNEXPLAINABLE LIFE (ACTS 1–12) 
 978-0-8024-1473-1 / $12.99

THE UNEXPLAINABLE CHURCH (ACTS 13–28) 
 978-0-8024-1742-8 / $12.99

HIS LAST WORDS (JOHN 13–17) 
 978-0-8024-1467-0 / $12.99

INCLUDED IN CHRIST (EPHESIANS) 
 978-0-8024-1591-2 / $12.99

THIS I KNOW 
 978-0-8024-1596-7 / $12.99

WHO DO YOU SAY THAT I AM? 
 978-0-8024-1550-9 / $12.99

HE IS ENOUGH (COLOSSIANS) 
 978-0-8024-1686-5 / $12.99
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JESUS IN THE 
COURTROOM

978-0-8024-1515-8 / $13.99
Helps believers follow in the 
footsteps of the greatest 
citizen who ever lived.

KINGDOM DISCIPLES

978-0-8024-1203-4 / $19.99
Outlines a clear, actionable 
definition of discipleship, the 
missing key to Christianity 
today.

LONG BEFORE LUTHER

978-0-8024-1802-9 / $13.99
Shows how the gospel 
survived from the early 
church through to the 
Reformation. 

MEDITATIONS ON 
THE TRINITY

978-1-60066-803-6 / $19.99
A compilation of Tozer’s 
writings that together 
explore God’s Triune nature.

BRAVING SORROW 
TOGETHER

978-0-8024-1659-9 / $14.99
Uses storytelling and 
Scripture to help readers 
weather hardship with God 
and others.

IMMEASURABLE

978-0-8024-1619-3 / $13.99
Commends the true work 
of shepherding to redefine 
what we mean by success in 
ministry.

CALM, COOL, AND 
CONNECTED

978-0-8024-9613-3 / $12.99
Gives an easy 5-step process 
for cutting down screen time 
and living more presently.

ANATOMY OF AN AFFAIR

978-0-8024-1673-5 / $15.99
Learn the warning signs of 
adultery through firsthand 
accounts and clinical studies.

LOVING YOUR SPOUSE 
WHEN YOU FEEL LIKE 
WALKING AWAY 
978-0-8024-1810-4 / $15.99

Find genuine hope 
and positive steps for 
overcoming major marital 
struggles.

LIES WOMEN BELIEVE 
978-0-8024-1836-4 / $19.99

Nancy uses Scripture 
to tackle many of the 
falsehoods that deceive 
Christian women.

LIES WOMEN BELIEVE 
STUDY GUIDE 
978-0-8024-1498-4 / $13.99

Go deeper into God’s Word 
and trade lies you’ve been 
fed for God’s heart-changing 
grace.

LIES YOUNG WOMEN 
BELIEVE 
978-0-8024-1528-8 / $14.99

Identify the lies you believe 
and see the truths of 
Scripture that overcome 
them.

HIGH KING OF HEAVEN  
978-0-8024-1809-8 / $34.99

Essays on Christology, from 
over twenty well-known 
pastors and theologians.

ALL TOGETHER 
DIFFERENT 
978-0-8024-1808-1 / $14.99

Translates social identity 
theory for pastors, church 
leaders, and ministry 
practitioners.

THE GOSPEL FOR 
MUSLIMS 
978-0-8024-1684-1 / $11.99

A convert from Islam to 
Christianity gives instructions 
for sharing the good news 
of Christ.

GRACE FOR THE 
UNEXPECTED JOURNEY 
978-0-8024-1678-0 / $14.99

Devotional designed 
specifically for the spiritual 
and practical needs of 
caregivers.

LONGING FOR 
MOTHERHOOD 
978-0-8024-1612-4 / $14.99

A book that offers hope and 
comfort to those struggling 
with childlessness.

LIES YOUNG WOMEN 
BELIEVE STUDY GUIDE 
978-0-8024-1527-1 / $13.99

Contains nine sessions of 
questions and activities to 
internalize the content of the 
book.
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WORSHIP

978-0-8024-1603-2 / $13.99
A compilation designed 
to nourish the church’s 
emaciated view of worship.

PORTRAITS OF A PASTOR

978-0-8024-1634-6 / $13.99
Nine evangelical pastors 
discuss the nine essential 
aspects of pastoral ministry.

SECRET KEEPER GIRL

978-0-8024-1735-0 / $9.99
An interactive resource for 
tween girls to help them 
learn about modesty and 
dignity.

PAUL AND HIS TEAM

978-0-8024-1564-6 / $13.99
Teaches leadership and 
influence principles through 
observations from the early 
church.

SEX AND THE 
SINGLE GIRL

978-0-8024-1674-2 / $12.99
Presents a broader 
understanding of what it 
means to honor God with 
our sexuality.

THE YES EFFECT

978-0-8024-1593-6 / $14.99
Stories to inspire readers 
to get in sync with God’s 
redeeming work in the world.

MONEY PROBLEMS, 
MARRIAGE SOLUTIONS

978-0-8024-1587-5 / $14.99
Biblically and practically 
helps couples resolve 
financial issues together.

PIERCED & EMBRACED

978-0-8024-1631-5 / $13.99
Shows the love of Jesus 
through seven encounters 
he had with women in the 
Gospels.

UNWRAPPING THE 
NAMES OF JESUS

978-0-8024-1672-8 / $11.99
An Advent devotional to 
help the whole family be 
worshipful throughout the 
season.

SECRET KEEPER GIRL 
MOM-DAUGHTER 
DEVOS WITH COLORING 
EXPERIENCE

978-0-8024-1736-7 / $11.99
A 30-day journey about 
modesty for moms and 
daughters to walk through 
together.

RAISING MEN, NOT BOYS

978-0-8024-1657-5 / $14.99
Equips parents to launch 
their sons into godly 
manhood and maturity. 

SPIRITUAL MATURITY 
978-0-8024-1671-1 / $15.99

A classic that provides clear 
direction for those desiring 
to grow strong spiritually.

SPIRITUAL DISCIPLESHIP 
978-0-8024-1669-8 / $15.99

A thorough book that 
examines what it means to 
be an imitator of Jesus.

SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP 
978-0-8024-1670-4 / $15.99

A classic work about 
leadership that’s powerful 
because it’s spiritual.

WHERE I END 
978-0-8024-1683-4 / $12.99

An incredible story of 
traumatic injury, miraculous 
healing, and God’s tender 
care.

SMALL CHURCH 
ESSENTIALS 
978-0-8024-1806-7 / $12.99

Defends the importance of 
small churches and offers 
principles for leading one 
well.

THIS I KNOW  
978-0-8024-1596-7 / $12.99

A study in various chapters 
of the Bible, all centered on 
the unchanging character 
of God.

THE WAY TO BRAVE 
978-0-8024-1807-4 / $14.99

A guide to growing in 
courage, through studying 
how God prepared David for 
Goliath.

RECENT RELEASES
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7. DISCERNING THE 
VOICE OF GOD

978-0-8024-5012-8 / $14.99
By studying God’s Word and 
listening for Him, women can 
recognize the Holy Spirit’s 
voice.

14. THE 5 LOVE LANGUAGES 
GIFT EDITION

978-0-8024-1271-3 / $19.99
The secret that has 
transformed millions of 
couples; in an ornate, 
hardcover gift edition.

18. JUST DO SOMETHING

978-0-8024-1159-4 / $11.99
A book on how to find and 
do God’s will without the 
challenge of divining a 
special call.

16. LIES YOUNG 
WOMEN BELIEVE

978-0-8024-7294-6 / $14.99
Identify the lies you believe 
and see the truths of 
Scripture that overcome 
them. (Updated edition 
with new cover, shown here, 
releasing Feb 2018.)

1. THE 5 LOVE LANGUAGES

978-0-8024-1270-6 / $15.99
A bestselling book that 
shares secrets that have 
transformed millions of 
relationships worldwide.

3. THE 5 LOVE LANGUAGES 
OF CHILDREN

978-0-8024-1285-0 / $15.99
Teaches how to speak 
your child’s love language 
in a way he or she will 
understand.

2. AN ANCHOR 
FOR THE SOUL

978-0-8024-1536-3/ $6.99
Find solid answers for 
seekers in this clear, 
straightforward presentation 
of the gospel.

11. WHEN HELPING HURTS

978-0-8024-0998-0 / $15.99
Concepts, principles, and 
applications to help you 
help others in the best way 
possible.

6. THE 5 LOVE LANGUAGES 
SINGLES EDITION

978-0-8024-1481-6 / $15.99
Dr. Chapman helps you 
apply the love languages as 
a universal concept in any 
relationship.

10. THINGS I WISH I’D 
KNOWN BEFORE 
WE GOT MARRIED

978-0-8024-8183-2 / $14.99
Wisdom for developing a 
loving, supportive, mutually 
beneficial marriage.

8. THE 5 LOVE LANGUAGES 
MILITARY EDITION

978-0-8024-1482-3 / $13.99
Dr. Chapman tailors the love 
languages concept to the 
needs of military couples.

13. THE 5 LOVE LANGUAGES 
OF TEENAGERS

978-0-8024-1284-3 / $15.99
Dr. Chapman helps parents 
discover and express their 
teen’s primary love language.

15. SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP 
978-0-8024-1670-4 / $15.99

A classic work about 
leadership that’s powerful 
because it’s spiritual.

9. THE 5 LOVE LANGUAGES 
FOR MEN

978-0-8024-1272-0 / $15.99
Dr. Chapman shows 
husbands how to discover 
and speak their wife’s 
primary love language.

12. FUNDAMENTALS 
OF THE FAITH

978-0-8024-3839-3 / $11.99
A 13-lesson workbook 
blending basic biblical truths 
with personal obedience and 
service.

17. ACT LIKE MEN

978-0-8024-5719-6 / $15.99
Straight talk inviting men 
to godly manhood— 
no posturing or beating 
around the bush.

5. THE 5 LANGUAGES 
OF APPRECIATION 
IN THE WORKPLACE

978-0-8024-6176-6 / $16.99
Learn how to apply love 
language concepts to the 
workplace for a healthier 
environment.

4. ADORNED

978-0-8024-1259-1 / $19.99
Explores God’s grand 
design for women to enjoy 
spiritual friendship across 
generations.

TOP 50 SELLERS
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TOP 50 SELLERS

28. LIVING BY THE BOOK

978-0-8024-0823-5 / $18.99
In a simple, step-by-step 
fashion, the authors explain 
how to glean truth from 
Scripture.

22. IS JUSTICE POSSIBLE?

978-0-8024-1494-6 / $14.99
Explores biblically and 
practically the realities of 
pursuing justice in a fallen 
world.

20. THE MOODY BIBLE 
COMMENTARY

978-0-8024-2867-7 / $49.99
An in-depth, user-friendly, 
one-volume commentary 
from faculty of Moody Bible 
Institute.

31. MESSIOLOGY

978-0-8024-1485-4 / $9.99
Reflections on ministry that 
inspire us to trust God to use 
even our failures for good.

29. WHEN SORRY 
ISN’T ENOUGH

978-0-8024-0704-7 / $15.99
Discover why some 
apologies clear the path 
to emotional healing, and 
others fall short.

21. 52 UNCOMMON DATES

978-0-8024-1174-7 / $9.99
Get ideas for fun, creative, 
and spiritually engaging 
dates from this unique 
resource.

27. LITTLE PILGRIM’S 
PROGRESS

978-0-8024-4799-9 / $10.99
John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s 
Progress, with simplified 
vocabulary for young 
readers.

30. ANGER 
978-0-8024-1314-7 / $15.99

Teaches how to channel 
your anger in ways that are 
healthy and productive.

19. LIES WOMEN BELIEVE

978-0-8024-7296-0 / $15.99
Uses Scripture to tackle 
many of the falsehoods that 
deceive Christian women. 
(Updated edition with new 
cover, shown here, releasing 
Feb 2018.)

35. SEEKING REFUGE

978-0-8024-1488-5/ $13.99
Offers biblical, 
compassionate, and practical 
response to the global 
refugee crisis.

33. LORD, CHANGE 
MY ATTITUDE

978-0-8024-1319-2 / $15.99
Teaches the dangers of a 
bad attitude and the benefits 
of a godly one.

24. FROM HEAVEN

978-1-60066-802-9 / $11.99
A 28-day devotional 
featuring daily readings on 
the first and second comings 
of Christ.

23. FROM THE GRAVE

978-0-8024-1509-7 / $11.99
Daily readings for the season 
of Lent, compiled from 
beloved spiritual writer 
A. W. Tozer.

25. KINGDOM DISCIPLES

978-0-8024-1203-4 / $19.99
Outlines a clear, actionable 
definition of discipleship, the 
missing key to Christianity 
today.

26. CHOOSING 
GRATITUDE

978-0-8024-3255-1 / $14.99
Be challenged to be 
intentionally thankful for 
freedom in Christ and 
blessings from others.

32. ONE MORE TRY

978-0-8024-1151-8 / $15.99
Learn how you can give your 
marriage one more try, even 
if you’re already separated.

34. THE ATTRIBUTES OF 
GOD VOL. 1

978-1-60066-129-7 / $15.99
A look at God’s infinitude, 
immensity, goodness, justice, 
mercy, and more.

36. RAISING MEN, 
NOT BOYS

978-0-8024-1657-5 / $14.99
Equips parents to launch 
their sons into godly 
manhood and maturity. 
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41. FULL

978-0-8024-1537-0 / $14.99
Unpacks a theology of food 
to help readers engage it 
biblically and holistically.

42. HOW TO STUDY 
THE BIBLE

978-0-8024-5303-7 / $8.99
Studying the Bible (the Word 
of life) is crucial to the life 
and growth of believers. 

39. PILGRIM’S PROGRESS 
IN TODAY’S ENGLISH

978-0-8024-6520-7 / $9.99
The best spiritual allegory 
ever published rewritten in 
modern, clearer English.

44. JESUS

978-0-8024-1520-2 / $13.99
Features some of Tozer’s 
best reflections on the 
person and work of Jesus 
Christ. 

43. THE CHRISTIAN 
TRAVELER’S GUIDE TO 
THE HOLY LAND

978-0-8024-1162-4 / $18.99
A reference guide for those 
who want to deepen the 
spiritual impact of a trip to 
Israel.

47. THE MARRIAGE 
YOU’VE ALWAYS 
WANTED

978-0-8024-1157-0 /$15.99
Dr. Chapman delivers advice 
that will help you build the 
marriage of your dreams.

38. WALKING AS JESUS 
WALKED

978-0-8024-4709-8 / $16.99
A 10-week study of looking 
at the methods and ministry 
of Jesus’ time with His 
disciples.

48. MEN WHO LOVE 
FIERCE WOMEN

978-0-8024-1465-6 / $14.99
Equips husbands to 
better understand, love, 
appreciate, and relate to 
their strong wife.

37. NO MORE PERFECT 
MARRIAGES

978-0-8024-1493-9 / $13.99
Reveals the number one 
plague of unhealthy 
marriages, and how to root 
it out.

40. A TEEN’S GUIDE TO 
THE 5 LOVE LANGUAGES

978-0-8024-1435-9 / $13.99
The 5 Love Languages® 
written to teens, for teens, 
and with a teen’s world in 
mind.

49. KINGDOM PRAYER

978-0-8024-1484-7 / $19.99
A biblical overview of prayer, 
discussing its principles, 
power, purposes, and 
importance.

45. 8 GREAT SMARTS

978-0-8024-1359-8 / $13.99
Helps parents simply and 
lovingly apply the theory of 
multiple intelligences to their 
child’s life.

50. TRUE WOMAN 101

978-0-8024-0356-8 / $19.99
An 8-week group and 
individual study of the 
fundamentals of biblical 
womanhood.

46. KEEPING LOVE ALIVE 
AS MEMORIES FADE

978-0-8024-1450-2 / $15.99
Applies the principles of 
the five love languages to 
the trials of Alzheimer’s and 
dementia.
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Ordering Information
 
OFFICE HOURS 8:15 AM TO 4:15 PM (CST)

PHONE  800.678.8812
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MAIL  820 N. LaSalle Blvd, Chicago, IL 60610
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All proceeds from Moody Publishers benefit 

The Moody Bible Institute, which exists to educate 

and equip students for Christian ministry.


